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verdict, however, the jury finds the facts, while the court, by applying the law to the facts, determines which party is entitled to judgment. The need for detailed instructions to the jury is thus obviated. A jury may also return a general verdict accompanied by answers to written interrogatories based on specific questions posed by the court. The use of special verdicts or general verdicts with answers to interrogatories is a matter entirely within the discretion of the court and, hence, is reviewable only when the exercise of discretion is abused.

Corbett v. Brown is a recent case demonstrating the utility of the special verdict. The plaintiff, an employee of a contractor who was constructing a retaining wall on defendants' property, was injured when he was struck by a large piece of concrete. His complaint alleged both general negligence and negligence based upon failure to provide a safe place to work. The defendants brought a third-party action against the contractor, who in turn brought a fourth-party action against the supplier of equipment. After concluding that the trial court was in error when it held that contributory negligence was not available as a defense to plaintiff's second cause of action, the court advised that:

Upon the new trial, if different theories of negligence should again be invoked, the trial court would be well advised to make use of the procedure available under the statute (CPLR 4111), which permits the rendition of a special verdict or a general verdict accompanied by written answers to written interrogatories. Thus, if the defendants are again held liable for their negligence, the basis of the jury's determination would be ascertained.

The determination of liability in the third-party and fourth-party actions will depend upon the finding of negligence on the defendants' part, if any, and, therefore, the dismissal of the third-party and fourth-party complaints should be reversed.

ARTICLE 50 — JUDGMENTS GENERALLY

CPLR 5004: Conflict over legal rate of interest.

CPLR 5004 declares that the interest rate on judgments shall be at the "legal rate" unless otherwise provided by statute. The "legal" interest rate has traditionally been found in the so-called "usury statute" in the General Obligations Law. In 1968, the law was amended to
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provide that the legal rate of interest should be the rate prescribed by the Banking Board pursuant to section 14a of the Banking Law. However, if no rate is set by the Board, the statute provides for a legal rate of 6 percent. The Banking Law states that the Banking Board has the authority to prescribe rates of interest at not less than 5 percent nor more than 7.5 percent. Accordingly, on July 1, 1968, the Board adopted a resolution declaring that the maximum rate of interest would be 7.25 percent. The resolution was amended in February, 1969, thereby raising the rate to 7.5 percent.

A principal source of conflict arises from the language in the General Obligations Law which speaks of interest for a "loan or forbearance." On November 21, 1968, the Attorney General rendered an opinion in which he stated that the interest rate on money judgments was 6 percent, notwithstanding the amendments to the General Obligations Law and the Banking Law. This conclusion was arrived at through reliance upon the language of a case decided prior to the amendments construing the phrase "loan or forbearance" as being inapplicable to purchase money mortgages. However, the Supreme Court, Suffolk County, almost simultaneously held in Dime Savings Bank of Brooklyn v. Carizzo that the higher rate of interest was applicable in computing interest on a note secured by a mortgage on real estate which was subject to a foreclosure action.

This conflict was further nurtured when the Special Term, New York County, followed the Attorney General's opinion in holding that the 6 percent rate was applicable to a money judgment since, once entered, it was not a "loan or forbearance" even though it may have been based upon one. Subsequently, in Gelco Builders v. Simpson Factors Corp., the supreme court in the same county held the higher rate to be applicable to an action for inducing breach of contract.
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Gelco court cited, as additional authority, an old Court of Appeals decision which held that in an action for breach of a contract to borrow money and repay at a specified rate of interest, the contract rate governs until either the principal is paid or the contract is merged into a judgment; thereafter, the "legal rate" would control.\(^{131}\)

The most recent development in this controversy is Belcher v. Kesten,\(^{132}\) wherein the Supreme Court, Queens County, further clarified its earlier position\(^{133}\) in holding that 6 percent is the legal rate of interest to be applied to a negligence judgment resulting from wrongful death. Justice Clark ruled that the Banking Board's actions, and hence the higher rate, were only applicable to commercial transactions.

The deleterious effects of this unsettled state of the law will continue to be felt until some affirmative legislative steps are taken. Where a choice of venue is possible, "forum shopping" will be encouraged as litigants seek out "7.5 percent forums." It is hoped that the legislature will act as soon as possible to declare a uniform interest rate on money judgments or, as suggested in Belcher, to set one standard for judgments arising out of tortious acts and another for those arising out of commercial transactions, in an attempt to achieve parity with commercial interest rates. But if legislative action is not forthcoming, it is submitted that the appellate courts should seize upon the first opportunity and set the controlling interest themselves.

**ARTICLE 52 — ENFORCEMENT OF MONEY JUDGMENTS**

**CPLR 5201:** Seider action dismissed in federal court because absence of "genuine" New York plaintiff eliminated a "debt" present in New York.

In Farrell v. Piedmont Aviation, Inc.,\(^{134}\) a federal court of appeals availed itself of the opportunity to limit the applicability of Seider v. Roth\(^{135}\) in actions instituted in the United States courts. In Farrell the Second Circuit affirmed the district court's order\(^{136}\) to vacate attachments of defendants' liability insurance policies and dismiss thirteen suits arising out of an airplane crash in North Carolina. The nominal
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